
Wilden Lane, Stourport

Bright modern spaces 
created in quick timeframe

1. Altro Walls ShowerKit™  | Cool Mineral Stacked Metro

2. Altro Wood™ adhesive-free  | Post Oak

3. Altro Ensemble™  | Pewter Concrete
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“The adhesive-free floor and the 

wall panels took far less time to 

install, were easier to handle, there 

was less waste and has given a 

fantastic finish.”

M.T. Installers
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Wilden Lane, Stourport

Bright modern spaces created 
in quick timeframe

Award-winning Altro Ensemble is a modular flooring system that 
gives complete design freedom to create stunning floors for 
interior spaces. From colour blocking to geometric patterns, the 
possibilities are as endless as your imagination.

Altro Wood adhesive-free creates maximum impact with minimum 
downtime providing a safe, durable, and decorative solution for 
busy spaces.

Altro Walls ShowerKit is suitable for all residential bathroom and 
wet room installations. Available in a range of colours and designs, 
from classic white to tile-effect, helping to create a neutral and 
clean appearance or a contemporary ambience.

altro.com

Issue
A rental property in Stourport-on-Severn needed a quick refurbishment, allowing the 
landlord to turn the property around for tenants who were keen to move in. The main 
areas to be refurbished were the kitchen and bathroom, both of which needed to be fully 
re-fitted, providing a fresh, clean home for the new residents.

Approach
The landlord had previously worked with Altro and needed quick to install products,  
which would provide ease of installation, durability, and ease of cleaning. “We had 
received information about a new product, Altro Walls ShowerKit, and were keen to  
try it out. The house needed a quick turnaround as our tenants were waiting to move in.  
The installer was also keen to have products that were easy to manoeuvre, carry up and 
down stairs, and resulted in less waste” said S. Birch, Landlord.

Solution
Altro Ensemble luxury vinyl tile in colour Pewter Concrete was selected for the kitchen, 
providing a luxury feel together with comfort underfoot and impact sound reduction.

Altro Walls ShowerKit in colour Cool Mineral and Stacked Metro design was selected 
for the bathroom, partnered with Altro Wood adhesive-free* in colour Post Oak. The 
combination of an Altro floor and wall results in an easy-to-maintain and safe space, giving 
the bathroom a homely aesthetic, with ease of cleaning and our Altro one in a million slip-
resistance reassurance.

Looks great with:  

1. Altro Pisces™ | Fisherman

2. Altro Whiterock Splashbacks™ | Fawn

3. Altro Aquarius™ | Swan

“Despite the tight deadline, 

the installation was smooth, 

and the combination looks 

fantastic – our tenants 

couldn’t wait to move in.”

S. Birch,    
Landlord

*(Altro recommend a specialist safety floor, such as Altro Aquarius or Altro Pisces, for wet 
room and bathroom installations)
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